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ABSTRACT: The clustering with slope (CLOPE) algorithm
is widely used to analyze transactional data because of
its excellent performance, lower memory cost, and better
quality of results compared with other clustering algo-
rithms. However, the running time of the CLOPE algo-
rithm in large datasets may take more than several days,
which is unacceptable. To solve the time issue caused
by the algorithm’s serial running mode, a new parallel run-
ning mode needs to be introduced to the CLOPE algo-
rithm to improve its efficiency. A CLOPE algorithm based
on MapReduce is presented in this paper. The new algo-
rithm was run in parallel on a Hadoop cluster with multiple
nodes. The Hadoop platform split the large dataset into
multiple small data blocks, and the CLOPE algorithm was
run on each block to obtain small clusters. The modified
cluster-oriented CLOPE algorithm then merged these
small clusters to the expected number of clusters. Ex-
periments show that CLOPE based on the MapReduce
algorithm runs faster and more efficiently than the CLOPE
algorithm and demonstrates the same quality of cluster-
ing. Time remained constant against data volume, and
time complexity was only affected by the size of the
Hadoop cluster. Thus, the proposed algorithm solves the
time issue in clustering large datasets and can be uti-
lized to cluster transactional trade data, website logs,
DNS query logs in limited time, and even transactional
data with high dimension.
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1. Introduction

Cluster analysis or clustering is a tool for data mining. It
involves grouping a set of objects unsupervised, such that
the objects in the same group are more similar to one
another than to those in other groups. It is a common
statistical data analysis technique utilized in many fields.
Many algorithms have been described in various studies;
these algorithms include k-means, k-medoids, and those
based on the distance of objects with many metrics, such
as the Euclidean metric, Mahalanobis metric [1–2], and
String metric.

Various non-numeric transactional trading data, such as
shopping data from malls, DNS access logs, and website
logs, exist in real life. Clustering algorithms are unsuit-
able for the analysis of these transactional trade data
with high dimension, and their time complexity is signifi-
cantly affected by data size. A time period of several days
is required to process more than 100 GB of data. How-
ever, in this era of Big Data, more than 1 PB of data are
generated. Thus, studying parallel computing and resolv-
ing the time issue are necessary.

2. Literature Review

Research on clustering algorithms for transactional cat-
egory data is a popular topic in data mining, and many
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clustering algorithms are currently available for transac-
tional data [3–10]. The clustering with slope (CLOPE) al-
gorithm, which was developed in 2002, exhibits better
performance, requires less memory, and achieves better
quality of results than other algorithms. It is widely uti-
lized in rapid data clustering. Pilley P. H.’s study focused
on terrorist group prediction techniques for counter-terror-
ism and analysis of the prediction of the responsible group
by using the CLOPE algorithm [11]. Park M. built unsu-
pervised modes with clustering algorithms, namely, ex-
pectation–maximization (EM), CLOPE, and X-means; they
determined the number of clusters automatically and com-
pared them with the results of early studies [12]. Peng Y.
improved the CLOPE algorithm by introducing weighted
coverage density as a similarity metric for high-dimen-
sional trading data [13]. Cao D. K. implemented a sys-
tem to detect money laundering in Vietnam’s banking in-
dustry by using the CLOPE algorithm [14]. Alsaleh S.
proposed a scalable and effective constraint-based clus-
tering algorithm adopting a global similarity measure that
considers users’ constraints and their importance in so-
cial networks; the algorithm involves grouping users from
social networks.

Since its proposal in 2002, the CLOPE algorithm has been
utilized by many individuals for scene and data analyses.
Even WEKA implements the algorithm in its machine
learning library. However, research on the CLOPE algo-
rithm is insufficient. The CLOPE algorithm requires much
time to analyze large datasets. Its time complexity is
O(K×N×A), where N is the total number of records, K is
the maximum number of clusters produced by each itera-
tion, and A is the dimension of the record. When CLOPE
is applied in large datasets, N and K increase linearly,
and the number of iterations also increases. These condi-
tions result in an unpredicted amount of time to imple-
ment the algorithm.

Ong [15–19] proposed SCLOPE, a novel algorithm that is
based on CLOPE’s intuitive observation of cluster histo-
grams. The algorithm focuses on the context of a data
stream of categorical attributes and is within the frame-
work of CluStream. It is based on the observation that the
optimal height of individual cluster histograms can be
obtained from a frequent-pattern-tree-like structure, and
this can be done in one sequential scan without comput-
ing the clustering criterion. Based on SCLOPE, Ong [20]
proposed   -SCLOPE, which consumes less memory per
window and has better clustering runtime for the same
data stream in a given window than SCLOPE. Both
SCLOPE algorithms are more effective than CLOPE in
processing low-dimension data. Jie Li [21] pro-posed a
fuzzy CLOPE algorithm that offers a method to select
optimal parameters by defining a modified partition fuzzy
degree as a clustering validity function. However, the cal-
culation time and space are reduced. Yefeng Li [22] pro-
posed a hierarchical clustering framework as an exten-
sion of CLOPE to generate stable and satisfactory clus-
tering results through an optimized agglomerative merg-
ing process; the new clustering profit was defined as the

merge criteria, and a cluster graph structure was proposed
to optimize the merging iteration process. Yefeng Li [23]
also applied CLOPE to the Hadoop platform and rede-
signed the MR-CLOPE algorithm based on MapReduce.
The speed of CLOPE increased, but purity and profit de-
creased.

As a distributed program model to process large amounts
of data, MapReduce of the Hadoop framework allows the
computation of algorithms for large amounts of data to
migrate from one node to multiple nodes in the cluster.
Many classical cluster algorithms, such as k-means and
canopy [24, 25], have been implemented on the
MapReduce framework; these algorithms gained more
speed and became more effective than before. Increasing
the speed of CLOPE or CLOPE-based algorithms on one
node to process large amounts of data is difficult, but the
MapReduce framework resolves this problem. Experiments
have shown that cluster and classification algorithms im-
prove their efficiency by operating on the MapReduce
framework.

This paper presents a modified CLOPE algorithm based
on the MapReduce framework (MapReduce-CLOPE) in
Hadoop. The experiment results show that the new algo-
rithm demonstrates improved performance but with equal
quality of clustering results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
key algorithm based on MapReduce is described in Sec-
tion 3. Section 3.1 introduces the background and nota-
tions of the CLOPE algorithm. Section 3.2 presents the
problems of CLOPE. The CLOPE algorithm based on
MapReduce is developed in Section 3.3. The “Map” pro-
cedure is described in Section 3.4, and Section 3.5 de-
scribes the “Reduce” procedure. Two real world experi-
ments are presented in Section 4 to evaluate the perfor-
mance and quality of the new algorithm. The conclusions
are summarized in Section 5.

3. Methodology

In this section, the background and notations of the
CLOPE algorithm are introduced, and the disadvantages
of the algorithm are analyzed. The latter part of the section
presents the proposal of a new CLOPE algorithm based
on MapReduce.

3.1. Background and Notations
CLOPE is a histogram-based clustering algorithm for cat-
egorical data. It measures the quality of clustering by
geometry. Given a dataset containing five transaction ob-
jects {ab, abc, acd, de, def}, the resulting two clusters are
(1) {{ab, abc, acd}, {de, def}} and (2) {{ab, abc}, {acd, de,
def}}. The histograms of these two clusters are displayed
in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, each histogram denotes a clustering. The
size (S) of the histogram is the total number of attributes,
the width (W) is the number of distinct attributes, and the
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height (H) is the slope of this cluster. Its value is H = S/W.
For cluster {ab, abc, acd}, S = 8, W = 4, H = 2, and H/W=0.5.
For the other clusters, the H/W ratios are 0.556, 0.556, and
0.32. Given that 0.5 + 0.556 > 0.556+0.32, cluster (1) is better
than cluster (2) in terms of cluster quality. The larger the
number of overlapping attributes in each cluster is, the
better the cluster quality is. Several notations for CLOPE
are presented below.

Given transactional trade dataset D = {t1, t2, ..., tn} that
contains n transaction trade records, each record is a
collection of m attributes, i.e., I = {i1, i2, ..., im}. Based on
this statement, the following definitions can be obtained.

Definition 1: Transaction. Transaction t in dataset D is a
tuple <Key, A>, where key is the keyword of the transac-
tion; sometimes it is a line number or a position of the
record in plain text.  is the attribute set of
this transaction.

Definition 2: Cluster. A cluster c can be symbolized as
tuple , where , which means the
transaction set can be part of the dataset or the entire
dataset D.   is the histogram of the cluster.

Definition 3: Histogram. Suppose that occ (i, c) is the
occurrence of attribute i in cluster c. Then the histogram
of the cluster can be symbolized as

, which is a collection
of the attribute and its occurrence in cluster c.

In addition, cluster c has the following other properties.

Size S is the total number of attributes in cluster c and is

Figure 1. Histograms of the two clusters

(2)

Height H is the ratio between the size and width of cluster
c and is defined as

(3)

The number N is the total number of transactions in clus-
ter c and is defined as

(4)

Definition: Clustering. A clustering (C) is a set of clus-
ters and is defined as C = {c1,c2,...,ck}.

Definition: Profit of clustering. Suppose that clustering
C has k clusters {c1,c2,...,ck}, the profit value of clustering
C can be calculated with the equation

(5)

defined as

(1)

Width W is the total number of distinct attributes in clus-
ter c and is defined as
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where r is the repulsion. The criterion function of the
CLOPE algorithm is argmaxProfitr(C).

Given dataset D and repulsion r, according to the defini-
tion of profit of clustering, the target of the CLOPE algo-
rithm is to try different clusters to maximize the profit
value. If the profit value cannot be increased, then the
best clustering C has been obtained.

Analysis of the profit function  shows that the denomina-

tor part is , and its value is the sum of transactions

in all clusters. In other words, its value is the total number
of transactions, so its value is constant and independent
of clustering. However, the numerator part contains

, and its value changes as the width of cluster ci

changes. Therefore, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The profit of clustering is related to the dis-
tribution of transactions in clusters but not to the number
of clusters

3.2. Problems of the CLOPE algorithm
The CLOPE algorithm is composed of two phases. The
aim of the first phase is to identify the initial clusters.  All
records are iterated, and the DeltaAdd function is used to
attempt adding a record to existing clusters and finally
adding the record to several clusters when it produces
the maximum profit. Similar to the first phase, the sec-
ond phase moves all records from their clusters to others
to determine if the profit value increases. If the profit value
increases, then the record will be moved to the proper
cluster. Each traversal loops all clusters and uses the
DeltaAdd function to test the profit; time complexity is
thus increased.

The algorithm has the following three problems.

(1) Time complexity is enormous. Its time complexity
is O(N×K×A). In an environment involving large amounts of
data, N rapidly increases, and the number of clusters K
and the iteration times increase as well. Hence, the re-
sulting time complexity enormous.

(2) The clusters resulting from the CLOPE algorithm
are related to the records’ input sequence. For trans-
actional trade dataset {ab, bc, ac, abd, bcd, acd}, given
repulsion parameter r = 2, the clusters are {{ab, abd}, {bc,
bcd}, {ac, acd}}. The numerator part of the profit function
is 5×2÷32×3≈3.33. If the dataset is changed to {abd, bcd,
acd, ab, bc, ac}, the results would be {{abd, acd, ab, ac},
{bcd, bc}}, and the numerator part of the profit function
would be 10×4÷42+5×2÷32 = 3.6111. This example proves
that different record sequences lead to different clusters
and significantly affect the profit value.

(3) In the second phase, only one record can be moved in
each loop, which limits the possibility of finding the maxi

mum profit and reduces the execution efficiency of the
CLOPE algorithm.

3.3. Parallel CLOPE algorithm based on MapReduce
To resolve problems (1) and (3), the MapReduce frame-
work was introduced in this study. We attempted to mi-
grate the CLOPE algorithm to parallel computation mode.
The new algorithm improves the speed of dataset cluster
ing and  reduces the running time. In addition, a cluster
was used as a moving unit. One cluster was moved around
the clusters instead of only one record, so computation
efficiency was im-proved significantly.

Similar to the CLOPE algorithm, the new algorithm also
consists of two phases. Figure 2 shows the complete
procedure. In the first phase, the map operation is in-
voked. The Hadoop framework automatically splits the
dataset into multiple blocks according to the HDFS block
size and assigns a job to process the block to the node
that can access the block. Each map task runs the
CLOPE algorithm on the data block and clusters the small
data block into several clusters with a sequence number.
At the partition stage, clusters are repartitioned accord-
ing to the sequence number and transferred to the sec-
ond phase. In the second phase, the reduce operation is
invoked. Attempts are made to merge the clusters gener-
ated from phase 1 until the maximum profit is obtained.
The cluster results are then serialized to the HDFS file
system.

Figure 2. Diagram of CLOPE based on MapReduce

The time complexity of the new algorithm was analyzed.
In the first phase, dataset D was split into m small
datasets, D = {D1,D2,…,Dm}, which means N =
N1+N2+…+Nm. Thus, N was reduced in each block, and
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the CLOPE algorithm can be executed parallel on each
block.  The time complexity of this phase is T/m. In the
second phase, N was replaced by K, which also reduced
time complexity.

3.4. Map
In the map stage, all transactional trade records are stored
in the HDFS file system in plain text line by line.  The
HDFS file system automatically splits the file into M
blocks, MH    file_size/block_size, and the YARN sys-
tem manages all nodes in the Hadoop cluster to invoke
the map job and individually process these blocks. Each
job runs the CLOPE algorithm on the block that belongs
to this node. In the cleanup procedure, the new algorithm
attempts to move records from one cluster to other clus-
ters for maximum profit. The pseudo code is as follows.

In this stage, each map job produces a group of clusters.
Supposing that Cm contains the clusters generated by
the mth map job, C is a collection of all clusters, nm is
the number of transactional trade records in Cm, and n is
the total number of transactional trade records in C. The
profit of Cm can be symbolized as

           (6)

where . The profit of clustering C is

(7)

Thus, the theorem can be proven.

Theorem 2. For any subclusters Cm, transactional trade
record, cluster and, the profit value Profitr(Cm|C) of clus-
ters Cm will not increase whether t is moved into c or not.

Proof: Equation (1) indicates that the difference between
Profitr(Cm) and Profitr(Cm|C) is the denominator part.
Profitr(Cm)’s denominator is nm, and the latter’s denomi-
nator is n. According to Theorem 1, Profitr(Cm) is the maxi-
mum value for its dataset, so the numerator part of the
profit fraction has reached the maximum value; it cannot
be increased even if we move a record.

The merge operation in the second phase is similar to
collection moving operations. The theorem proved that the
profit value will not increase if records are moved among
the same data block. Thus, records from different data
blocks have to be merged. We designed the partition func-
tion of the MapReduce framework to mix data blocks.
The partition accepts three parameters, namely, cluster
key, cluster, and number of reduce jobs (R), and yields
the reduce job’s number. We used the mod method to
shuffle the clusters generated from the map function to
ensure that the reducer can merge records from different
data blocks.

3.5. Reduce
According Theorem 1, the numerator part of the fraction
is important for profit. Thus, the following conclusions can
be obtained.
Conclusion 1. Given clusters , the condi-
tion for ca to merge with cb to form cc is that

(8)

Equation (8) can be transformed to

(9)

We redesigned the DeltaAdd function to process the clus-
ter instead of records and called the redesigned function
DeltaAddCluster. The pseudo code is shown below, where
parameter ca is the source cluster and cb is the cluster to
be merged.
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Conclusion 2. If ca and cb meet the requirement of Equa-
tion (5) and the maximum DeltaAdd(ca, cb, r) value is found,
then cb can be regarded as the best cluster for ca to merge
with. Aside from the extended DeltaAddCluster,
MergeClusterToBestCluster and oveClusterToBestCluster
were also resigned.These functions are invoked in the
reduce job. In the modified pseudo code shown below,
the argument key is the number of clusters, and the pa-
rameter value is the cluster list after repartitioning. The
global variable ClusterList denotes the clusters that need
to merge, and MergedClusterList is the merged cluster
list.

The cluster moving operation repeats until no profit value
increases or no cluster needs to move. The number of
clusters is more less than the number of records, so the
loop counter is less than that before, and time complex-
ity is reduced.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

We analyzed the effectiveness and quality of CLOPE by
evaluating the item similarity of two real-life datasets
(mushroom and Amazon trade datasets). All experiments
were conducted on a Hadoop cluster with 1 name node
and 7 data nodes. Each node is an Intel Quarter-Core
CPU CentOS 6.6 Linux machine with 8 GB memory and
256 GB hard disk. The Hadoop version is 2.6.3. The tradi-
tional CLOPE algorithm was operated on a node similar
to the Hadoop cluster node.

4.1. Mushroom Dataset
The mushroom dataset from the UCI machine learning
r e p o s i t o r y ( h t t p : / / w w w. i c s . u c i . e d u / ~ m l e a r n /
MLRepository.html) has been used by many machine

learning algorithms, including the CLOPE algorithm. Its
size is 364.9 KB, and it contains 8124 mushroom records
with 22 attributes. However, the dataset is too small for
MapReduce to test, so we repeatedly duplicated the
records to generate 2,000,000 records with a file size of
88 MB. Thus, the Hadoop platform can split the file into
six data blocks, and YARN can initialize six map jobs.

The performance comparison is shown in Figure 3. This
experiment was operated with CLOPE and MapReduce-
CLOPE algorithms with different numbers of mushroom
records. The time spent was recorded. The result shows
that 400,000 records is the critical value. MapReduce-
CLOPE performs better than CLOPE when the number of
records exceeds 400,000 and the slope of the line is very
small. The time required by CLOPE increases dramati-
cally with the increase in the amount of data.  Therefore,
MapReduce-CLOPE is better than CLOPE in terms of big
data computing.

To verify the quality of MapReduce-CLOPE, a purity met-
ric similar to that used in CLOPE was introduced. The
purity metric was computed by summing up the larger
one of the number of edible mushroom and number of
poisonous ones in each cluster. The maximum value is
8124, similar to the total number of transactions. Figure 4
shows a comparison of the purity of CLOPE and
MapReduce-CLOPE. When repulsion is less than 3.0,
the purity of MapReduce-CLOPE is less than that of
CLOPE, but the difference is minimal. Multiple experi-
ments showed that the new algorithm is equal to the tra
ditional one when the repulsion is greater than or equal to
3.0;2.6 is the recommended value for repulsion.

The experiments also showed that MapReduce-CLOPE
generates more clusters than CLOPE (see Figure 5), but
the difference is small. Moreover, it is acceptable against the
time for big data.

The experiments were also used to compare the profit of
both algorithms. As shown in Figure 4, MapReduce-CLOPE
has more clusters than CLOPE, so its profit value is less
than that of CLOPE; however, the difference is minimal and
can be ignored. The profit value difference is shown in Fig-
ure 6.

Figure 3. Performance comparison in the mushroom dataset
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Figure 6. Profit comparison at different repulsion values

Figure 4. Purity comparison at different repulsion values

Figure 5. Cluster number comparison at different repulsion
values

4.2. Amazon access log
The mushroom dataset is dense; we used a sparse
dataset, namely, Amazon access log (https://
a r c h i v e . i c s . u c i . e d u / m l / d a t a s e t s /
Amazon+Access+Samples), to test the performance of
MapReduce-CLOPE. This dataset has more than 20,000
attributes, 30,000 records, and a file size of 3.9 GB. The
data size is too large for the CLOPE algorithm to com-
pute, so we truncated the file to 1,000 records. When we
tried to run the CLOPE algorithm on 10,000 records, the
experiment required memory adjustment to 32 GB, and
completing the algorithm took 5 h. After we truncated the
file to 1,000 records, the file size was reduced to 64 MB,
which was suitable to run the algorithm. The file can also
be divided into four blocks in the HDFS file system to run
MapReduce-CLOPE.

The first experiment was conducted to compare the time
consumption of the two algorithms. Figure 7 shows the
result. The time consumed by MapReduce-CLOPE is al-
ways 22 s, whereas that of CLOPE ranges between 50
and 60 s. Thus, time consumption is insensitive to repul-
sion when a sparse dataset is being processed. Further-
more, 3.0 is the recom-mended value for repulsion on the
condition of a sparse dataset.

The second experiment was conducted to test the profit
value of the two algorithms. Figure 8 shows the result.
The two lines overlap, which means no difference exists
between MapReduce-CLOPE and CLOPE in the sparse
dataset. Hence, CLOPE can be replaced with MapReduce-
CLOPE.

Figure 7. Time comparison at different repulsion values
using Ama-zon access log

5. Conclusions

To solve the time and space issue of data mining and
achieve intelligent analysis in the era of Big Data, a
CLOPE algorithm based on MapReduce was de-veloped
to mine and analyze large amounts of data in parallel.
The conclusions obtained are as follows:
(1) Based on the CLOPE algorithm, the possibility of
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executing CLOPE in parallel was proven in theory. The
quality of clusters obtained with MapReduce-CLOPE is
similar to that obtained with CLOPE.

(2) When the proposed algorithm was implemented on
the MapReduce framework of Hadoop, the computation
speed improved and time complexity decreased. Cluster
merging was used to move multiple records in parallel.

(3) The time complexity of MapReduce-CLOPE is not re-
lated to data size. It is only affected by the computation
capacity of the Hadoop cluster.

The proposed algorithm can meet the demands of clus-
tering large data sets, such as trade data, logs, and so-
cial network data, especially in terms of time, efficiency,
and memory. However, the CLOPE algorithm’s result is
sensitive to the data input sequence. Further study is
required to solve the influence of data input order.
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